Pro Tips on Starting Your Essay-2022
Essay writing is an integral part of your academics, and it’s important that you work
towards improving your essay writing skills. The students who perform high on essays
don’t do it out of natural ability but through practice and smart leaning. There are many
types of essays the students are tasked at writing, most of them are non-descriptive and
have a formal tone. Each essay has its own format and its specifics that the essay writer
over the years of education gets familiar with.
Still, the students find the essays difficult to write and may find themselves requesting
others and saying: “help me write my essay“. This is at times not out of lack of
knowledge but because of lack of practice and bad strategies.

Here are a few tips that can enhance your essay
Start early
You should get a head start into your essay writing process by starting early. The
moment you know about the essay assignment starts the ticking clock. Depending on
how much time you have given to writing the essay on a topic or on a subject, you
should start early accordingly or take help from free essay writer.
You need to familiarize yourself with the different essay topics and ideas, as well as the
essay types that you will come across. For example, an essay due at the end of the
year or the semester gives you a lot of time to come up with the topic, ideas, and
examples. By not leaving a big task such as this at the end of the term you ensure that

you are writing on a topic that is of interest to you while gathering information that gives
your essay a unique outlook.
You can use the time to work out the topic that you want to write your essay on. You
can even start working on some of them to see if they work for you.

Researching for information
The more time you spend on the research part the richer in content your essay will get
and the more command your writing will have over the subject. You should start by
deciding upon the final topic you will write on. Once the topic is chosen it’s time for you
to delve into the researching part and if you need any help you can consult with the
professional essay writer.
•
•

•
•

Understanding what the prompt is important to guide your research. Ask the
questions of ‘Why’ and ‘What’.
Start with the reading list provided for your essay. It’s better to expand your
knowledge and research base on the assigned readings. The information and the
insight will warm you up for research from other sources.
Keep a record of the citations and the references for the information that you
have used, such as stats, quotes, and ideas.
Gather information from a variety of sources such as news media, books,
articles, and journal papers. Reading through the information that opposes each
other will help you grasp the topic in depth.

Brainstorm and the essay outline
Brainstorming should be done parallel to the researching part of the essay. During
brainstorming, you employ various techniques such as journaling, listing, freewriting,
mind mapping to set out your information and look for relationships as well as
shortcomings.
•
•
•
•

Try to brainstorm the ideas and arguments keeping the main thesis and the
arguments at the center.
Jot down the ideas as they come; you can merit them later.
After each brainstorming session look for gaps in the arguments and knowledge.
You will then research into the missing pieces.
Use online tools and software to make the activity more interactive and to allow
for noting down complex information and relations.

Lastly, with the main and secondary arguments in mind, you make a rough outline for
you to follow. You can make use of the relations and the connections pointed out in the

brainstorming part. You will place the various evidence and examples with each
argument and each different argument separate and discernable. This like the mind
maps can be a rough web or flowchart.
If you need any help, you can take help from the expert essay writer.

